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Coast ——



Enduring 
Comfort ——

When we designed Coast, we set out to do 

the impossible — create a fabric that not only 

stands up to the elements, but also delivers 

on the style and comfort you require for 

places we live, work, and play. Coast sets 

a new standard in outdoor living, marine 

applications, and commercial spaces that 

simply demand more.



Tried 
& Tested ——

To ensure Coast was resilient enough, we went the extra mile in our 

engineering and testing so you’ll have absolute peace of mind once 

upholstered. All colors will not only maintain their appearance, but most 

importantly, their performance attributes will remain throughout its use, 

no matter the setting.

01 2 years of real-world testing in marine settings

02 Weathering tests performed in the dry Arizona heat 
 and humid Florida climate

03 3 rounds of Florida chamber tests to 1500 kilojoules



Features 
& Benefits ——

01 Superior performance with 14+ weeks hydrolysis resistance

02 400,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek), 180,000 rubs (Martindale)

03 Withstands regular cleaning and disinfection

04 Mildew and water resistant, including chlorinated and salt water

05 Enhanced UV colorfastness — 1000 hours (ASTM G154) 
 and Grade 4 at 1,500 kilojoules (SAE J2527)

06 Stays cool to the touch even on hot and sticky summer days

07 EPA-registered antimicrobial agent inhibits the growth of bacteria

08 SCS Indoor Advantage Gold Certified and REACH compliant



Inspired by where land meets the 

sea, Coast has a soft pebble grain 

that’s elevated by an incredibly 

supple hand and curated palette 

that embodies the colors and 

soothing qualities of the coastline.

Shades of sand, driftwood, coral, 

sea glass and sky blues celebrate 

the organic beauty of nature.

Substance 
with Style ——



640-2590 Raindrop

640-6508 Dolphin

640-5968 Feather

640-7230 Calypso640-4338 Stem Green

640-2579 Glacial

The Palette ——

640-3797 Conch

640-0042 Beacon

640-0021 Snowcap

640-6086 Walrus Gray

640-3880 Savanna

640-3890 Cabana

640-3881 Dusty Earth

640-3879 Terra

640-3837 Bungalow


